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Copyright Specifications

Copyright (c) 2006 Vern S. Poythress.Copyright (c) 2006 Vern S. Poythress.

  Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document 
under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2 or under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.2 or 
any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no 
Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts. A 
copy of the license is included in the next slides and atcopy of the license is included in the next slides and at

<http://www.fsf.org/licensing/licenses/fdl.html>.<http://www.fsf.org/licensing/licenses/fdl.html>.
The clipart embedded within the slides is from various sources, primarily from MS Office The clipart embedded within the slides is from various sources, primarily from MS Office 
clipart gallery, Corel Clip-Art from clipart gallery, Corel Clip-Art from CD-ROM Clipart, Symbols & Flics,CD-ROM Clipart, Symbols & Flics, which was part of  which was part of 
Corel Draw 3.0, and Corel Megagallery, which came with Corel Draw 8. I have tried to make Corel Draw 3.0, and Corel Megagallery, which came with Corel Draw 8. I have tried to make 
sure that the clipart can be freely copied and modified, but it is not itself subject to the GNU sure that the clipart can be freely copied and modified, but it is not itself subject to the GNU 
Free Documentation License.Free Documentation License. Likewise photos are from various sources, primarily Corel  Likewise photos are from various sources, primarily Corel 
Megagallery. Except when the photos are my own, they are not subject to the GNU Free Megagallery. Except when the photos are my own, they are not subject to the GNU Free 
Documentation License.Documentation License.



GNU Free Documentation LicenseGNU Free Documentation License

Version 1.2, November 2002Version 1.2, November 2002

Copyright (C) 2000,2001,2002 Free Software Foundation, Inc.Copyright (C) 2000,2001,2002 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copiesEveryone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

0. PREAMBLE0. PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to assure everyone 
the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License 
preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.preserves for the author and publisher a way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense. It complements the 
GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs free documentation: a free program should 
come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any 
textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose textual work, regardless of subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works whose purpose 
is instruction or reference.is instruction or reference.

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be distributed 
under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions under the terms of this License. Such a notice grants a world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that work under the conditions 
stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You stated herein. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you". You 
accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.accept the license if you copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission under copyright law.

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with modifications 
and/or translated into another language.and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the publishers or 
authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall 
subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be subject. (Thus, if the Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The relationship could be 
a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal, commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding 
them.them.



The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the 
Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. Document is released under this License. If a section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not allowed to be designated as Invariant. 
The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.The Document may contain zero Invariant Sections. If the Document does not identify any Invariant Sections then there are none.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that the Document 
is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.is released under this License. A Front-Cover Text may be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy, represented in a format whose specification is available to the general public, 
that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for that is suitable for revising the document straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for 
drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for automatic translation to a variety of formats 
suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to 
thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of thwart or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent. An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount of 
text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".text. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML 
using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification. Examples of transparent 
image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG. Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word 
processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine-generated HTML, PostScript or 
PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.PDF produced by some word processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material this License 
requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent 
appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.appearance of the work's title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following text 
that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", that translates XYZ in another language. (Here XYZ stands for a specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements", "Dedications", 
"Endorsements", or "History".) To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled "Endorsements", or "History".) To "Preserve the Title" of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a section "Entitled 
XYZ" according to this definition.XYZ" according to this definition.

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which states that this License applies to the Document. These Warranty 
Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other implication that these 
Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has no effect on the meaning of this License.

2. VERBATIM COPYING2. VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the copyright notices, 
and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to and the license notice saying this License applies to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to 
those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. those of this License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the copies you make or distribute. 
However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions 
in section 3.in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.



3. COPYING IN QUANTITY3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the Document's 
license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover Texts: Front-Cover Texts on 
the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The 
front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. front cover must present the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition. 
Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated as verbatim 
copying in other respects.copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, 
and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent copy 
along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy a computer-network location from which the general network-using public has 
access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter access to download using public-standard network protocols a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material. If you use the latter 
option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will option, you must take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this Transparent copy will 
remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or 
retailers) of that edition to the public.retailers) of that edition to the public.

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give them a 
chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

4. MODIFICATIONS4. MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release the 
Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification 
of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

        * A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if * A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions (which should, if 
there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that there were any, be listed in the History section of the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that 
version gives permission.version gives permission.

        * B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, * B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified Version, 
together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from together with at least five of the principal authors of the Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five), unless they release you from 
this requirement.this requirement.

        * C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.* C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.

        * D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.* D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

        * E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.* E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.



      * F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this * F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the terms of this 
License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

        * G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.* G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

        * H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.* H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

        * I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the * I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and publisher of the 
Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and 
publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.publisher of the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated in the previous sentence.

        * J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network * J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise the network 
locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section. You may omit a network location locations given in the Document for previous versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section. You may omit a network location 
for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

        * K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance * K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the substance 
and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or dedications given therein.

        * L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not * L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles. Section numbers or the equivalent are not 
considered part of the section titles.considered part of the section titles.

        * M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.* M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified Version.

        * N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.* N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

        * O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.* O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material copied from the 
Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the 
Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.Modified Version's license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties--for You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various parties--for 
example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.example, statements of peer review or that the text has been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover 
Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made 
by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same by) any one entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by arrangement made by the same 
entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that 
added the old one.added the old one.



The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or imply 
endorsement of any Modified Version.endorsement of any Modified Version.

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified versions, 
provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant 
Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.Sections of your combined work in its license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single copy. If there 
are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in 
parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section parentheses, the name of the original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to the section 
titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History" in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled "History"; 
likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements", and any sections Entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections Entitled 
"Endorsements.""Endorsements."

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this 
License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim 
copying of each of the documents in all other respects.copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this License 
into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or 
distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights of the compilation's 
users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the users beyond what the individual works permit. When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not apply to the other works in the 
aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.aggregate which are not themselves derivative works of the Document.

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of the entire 
aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the electronic equivalent of covers 
if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.if the Document is in electronic form. Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole aggregate.



8. TRANSLATION8. TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant 
Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in Sections with translations requires special permission from their copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in 
addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, addition to the original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License, and all the license notices in the Document, 
and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include the original English version of this License and the original versions of those notices and 
disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will disclaimers. In case of a disagreement between the translation and the original version of this License or a notice or disclaimer, the original version will 
prevail.prevail.
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G.  Introduction to Motific and 
Analogical Analysis



Required Reading

➤ Poythress, Poythress, In the Beginning Was the WordIn the Beginning Was the Word , , 
199-215 (most of chapters 24-26)199-215 (most of chapters 24-26)



1.  Distinction between 
Rhetorical, Motific, and 

Analogical Analysis

1.  Distinction between 
Rhetorical, Motific, and 

Analogical Analysis



1.  The Theoretical Distinction 
between Rhetorical, Motific, and 

Analogical Analysis

1.  The Theoretical Distinction 
between Rhetorical, Motific, and 

Analogical Analysis



Types of Organization

Discourses have multidimensional Discourses have multidimensional 
organization.organization.

More than one possible outline.More than one possible outline.

Use different analyses for different foci.Use different analyses for different foci.



Types of Organization

Discourses have multidimensional Discourses have multidimensional 
organization.organization.

More than one possible outline for a sermon.More than one possible outline for a sermon.

Use different types of analysis to bring out Use different types of analysis to bring out 
different aspects of a passage.different aspects of a passage.



Terminology

➤ What others call discourse analysis, What others call discourse analysis, 
bracketing, or arcing I call “rhetorical bracketing, or arcing I call “rhetorical 
analysis”analysis”

➤ To acknowledge other typesTo acknowledge other types



Types of OrganizationTypes of Organization

. . . . . . .

. . . . . . .

. . . . . . .

. . . . . . .

. . . . . . .

. . . . . . .

Rhetorical Rhetorical 
AnalysisAnalysis

bb

aa
bb

cc

cc

aa

a b ca b c
Motific AnalysisMotific Analysis

AnalogicalAnalogical
AnalysisAnalysis



Differences of TypesDifferences of Types

Keep order.Keep order.

Rearrange by themes.Rearrange by themes.

metaphorical and analogical metaphorical and analogical 
relationsrelations

RhetoricalRhetorical

MotificMotific

AnalogicalAnalogical



Differences of TypesDifferences of Types

Keep the order of the textKeep the order of the text

Rearrange to bring together Rearrange to bring together 
themesthemes

Focus on metaphorical and Focus on metaphorical and 
analogical correspondences analogical correspondences 
and allusionsand allusions

RhetoricalRhetorical

MotificMotific

AnalogicalAnalogical



Common to AnalysesCommon to Analyses

Focus on content.Focus on content.

See what is there (objective).See what is there (objective).

One analysis is partial.One analysis is partial.

Use for a sermon outline.Use for a sermon outline.



Common to AnalysesCommon to Analyses

Focus on content (referential system), using Focus on content (referential system), using 
clues from grammar and graphology.clues from grammar and graphology.

Attempt to see what is there, not impose an Attempt to see what is there, not impose an 
outside idea of organization.outside idea of organization.

See any one analysis as partial, being See any one analysis as partial, being 
supplemented by the others.supplemented by the others.

Use the organization so obtained as a starting Use the organization so obtained as a starting 
point for a sermon outline (more than one point for a sermon outline (more than one 
kind of outline may work).kind of outline may work).



2.  Examples of Different 
Analyses

2.  Examples of Different 
Analyses



I.  Paul to the Thessalonians. 1:1
II.  Progress more in the faithfulness to the Lord

 in which you have begun. 1:2-5:24
   A.  We rejoice at your progress in the faith. 1:2-3:13
      1.  We thank God for your initial response. 1:2-2:16
      2.  We thank him on hearing of your

    continued faithfulness. 2:17-3:10
      3.  We pray that you may abound more. 3:11-13
   B. We exhort you to concrete progress. 4:1-5:24
      1.  You are to progress in holiness

    (in particular, in sexual matters). 4:1-8
      2.  Implications. 4:9-5:11
         a.  You are to progress in love. 4:9-12
         b.  Those who sleep. 4:13-18
         c.  The coming day of the Lord. 5:1-11
      3.  You are to progress in miscellaneous areas

    in orderliness of behavior. 5:12-22
      4.  May the Lord give progress in behavior. 5:23-24
III.  Let's keep each other in mind in prayer. 5:25-28

Rhetorical Analysis of 1 Thess. 1:1-5:28
rhetoricalrhetorical

10c.310c.3

S

S

S
SS

S

∴*∴*

Introduction

Farewell

Main
Point



Motifs in 1 ThessaloniansMotifs in 1 Thessalonians
1:11:1 IntroductionIntroduction
1:2-51:2-5 Prayer of thanksPrayer of thanks
1:6-2:161:6-2:16 Thess. conversionThess. conversion
2:17-3:102:17-3:10 Timothy’s tripTimothy’s trip
3:11-133:11-13 PrayerPrayer
4:1-84:1-8 Christian growthChristian growth
4:9-124:9-12 LoveLove
4:13-184:13-18 Those that sleepThose that sleep
5:1-115:1-11 The day of the LordThe day of the Lord
5:12-225:12-22 OrderlinessOrderliness
5:23-245:23-24 PrayerPrayer
5:25-285:25-28 Closing wordsClosing words

faith, love, hope (1:3)faith, love, hope (1:3)

faithfaith
(generate)(generate)

lovelove
(develop)(develop)

hopehope
(culminate)(culminate)

reiterate theme (5:8)reiterate theme (5:8)

motificmotific



A.  1 Thess. 1:2-5  Thanksgiving
a.  1:3  Thessalonian response
b.  1:4-5  Gospel proclamation

B.  1:6-10  Description of behavior of the Thessalonians
b.  1:6  Gospel proclamation
a'. 1:7-10 Response of other cities

B.  2:1-12 Description of the behavior of the apostle
b.  2:1-8  Gospel proclamation
a'.  2:9-12  Response (remember this)

A.  2:13-16  Thanksgiving
b.  2:13-14a  Gospel proclamation
a'.  2:14b-16  Response of others

B.  2:17-3:6  Behavior of Timothy and others
b'.  3:1-5  Bringing news
a.  3:6  Response (of Thess.)

A.  3:7-10 Thanksgiving

motificmotific



motificmotificI.  Holiness 1 Thess. 4:1-8
A.  4:1-3a Source of teaching
B.  4:3b-6a Content of teaching
C.  4:6b-8 Purpose (negative)

II.  Brotherly love  4:9-12
A.  4:9 Source of teaching
B.  4:10-11 Content of teaching
C.  4:12 Purpose (positive)

III.  The dead in Christ  4:13-18
A.  4:13-15aSource of teaching
B.  4:15b-17Content of teaching
C.  4:18 Purpose

IV.  The time of the Parousia
A.  5:1-2a Source
B.  5:2b-5 Content
C.  5:6-11 Purpose

A natural
way of

exhorting.



An Apocalyptic FormAn Apocalyptic Form

I.   Introduction: request for knowledgeI.   Introduction: request for knowledge

II.  ParousiaII.  Parousia

A.A.  Absence of the beloved Absence of the beloved

B.B.  Reunion with the beloved Reunion with the beloved

C.C.  Consequent comfort Consequent comfort

III.  ConclusionIII.  Conclusion

A.  TaskA.  Task

B.  PrayerB.  Prayer

analogicalanalogical



An Apocalyptic Form
(1 Thessalonians)
An Apocalyptic Form
(1 Thessalonians)

I.  Request
II.  Parousia

A.A.  Absence Absence

B.B.  Reunion Reunion

C.C.  Comfort Comfort
III.  Conclusion

A.  TaskA.  Task

B.  PrayerB.  Prayer

analogicalanalogical

4:13-144:13-14

4:13-154:13-15

4:16-17a4:16-17a

4:17b4:17b

4:184:18

1:2-2:161:2-2:16

2:17-202:17-20

3:1-53:1-5

3:6-83:6-8

3:9-103:9-10

3:11-133:11-13

4:1-124:1-12

4:13-184:13-18

5:1-105:1-10

5:115:11

5:12-225:12-22

5:23-245:23-24

More
than
one

level.



Apocalyptic Form ElsewhereApocalyptic Form Elsewhere

I.
II.

A.A.

B.B.

C.C.
III.

A.A.

B.B.

analogicalanalogical

Dn 10:2-Dn 10:2-

    11:111:1

11:2-4511:2-45

12:1-212:1-2

12:312:3

12:4-1312:4-13

Mt 24:3Mt 24:3

24:4-2824:4-28

24:29-3024:29-30

24:3124:31

24:32-24:32-
33(35)33(35)

Rv 1:4-Rv 1:4-

    3:223:22

4-184-18

19:1-1019:1-10

21:1-22:1021:1-22:10

22:11-1922:11-19

22:20-2122:20-21

2T 2:1-3a2T 2:1-3a

2:3b-8a2:3b-8a

2:8b2:8b

2:13?2:13?

2:13-152:13-15

2:16-172:16-17



Suzerainty Treaty FormSuzerainty Treaty Form

Introduction  1 Thess. 1:1Introduction  1 Thess. 1:1

Past relations of Paul and Past relations of Paul and 
Thessalonians 1:2-3:10Thessalonians 1:2-3:10

Transition 3:11-13Transition 3:11-13

Future relations (imperative) Future relations (imperative) 
4:1-5:244:1-5:24

Closing words 5:25-27Closing words 5:25-27

Benediction 5:28Benediction 5:28

analogicalanalogical

Self-identificationSelf-identification

Historical prologueHistorical prologue

StipulationsStipulations

Deposit and readingDeposit and reading

Curses and blessingsCurses and blessings

In OT



Grammatical Structure of LettersGrammatical Structure of Letters

New Testament letters are Greek letters.New Testament letters are Greek letters.

Signaled by grammatically special forms:Signaled by grammatically special forms:
sentences with no verb.sentences with no verb.

See attached sheet.See attached sheet.



Grammatical Structure of LettersGrammatical Structure of Letters

New Testament letters show a regular New Testament letters show a regular 
structure, a variation on first-century Greek structure, a variation on first-century Greek 
letters.letters.

The structure is signaled in part by The structure is signaled in part by 
grammatically special forms: sentences grammatically special forms: sentences 
with no verb at the beginning and the end.with no verb at the beginning and the end.

See attached sheet.See attached sheet.



Structure of Paul's Letters
(Grammatical Analysis)
Vern S. Poythress, 1978

I.   Opening (salutation)
     A. The participants: X to Y
     B. Greeting: χαίρειν
II.  Body
     A. Body-opening: Thanksgiving or wishes
     B. Body-middle (Peak discussion)

1. Primarily historical
2. Primarily hortatory

     C. Body-closing (Post-peak discussion) Why I have written
1. Why I have written
2. Future visits
3. Wishes

III. Closing
     A. Greetings, wishes (Closure)
     B. Benediction (Finis)

10c.510c.5



10c.5a10c.5a
I. II. III.

A B1 B2 C1 C2 C3 A B
R 1:1-7   1:8-12 1:13-11:3612:1-15:1315:14-22 15:23-29 15:30-33 16:1-23 24 or 25-27
1C 1:1-3 1:4-9 1:10-4:21 5:1-16:4 16:5-12 16:13-18 16:19-22 23-24
2C 1:1-2 1:3-7 1:8-6:13 6:14-12:2113:10 13:1-9 13:11 13:12 13
G 1:1-5 (4-5) 1:6-5:12 5:13-6:10 6:11-16 (6:17) 6:17 6:18
E 1:1-2 1:3-3:21 (2:1-3:21) 4:1-6:20 6:21-22 (6:21-22) 6:23 6:24
P 1:1-2 1:3-11 1:12-26 1:27-2:18 2:19-30

3:1-4:9 4:10-18 4:19-20 4:21-22 4:23
C 1:1-2 1:3-20 1:21-2:5 2:6-4:6 4:7-9 4:10-18b 18c
1T 1:1 1:2-10 2:1-3:13 4:1-5:24 5:25-27 28
2T 1:1-2 1:3-12 2:1-17 3:1-16 (3:17) (3:16) 3:17 18
1Tm 1:1-2 1:3-17 1:18-6:21a 6:21b
2Tm 1:1-2 1:3-5 1:6-18 2:1-4:8 4:9-18 4:19-21 4:22
Ti 1:1-4 1:5-16 2:1-3:11 3:12-13 3:14 3:15a-b 15c
Pm 1-3 4-7 8-16 17-20 21 22 (22b) 23-24 25
Jm 1:1 1:2-15 1:16-5:20
1P 1:1-2 1:3-12 1:13-5:11 5:12 5:13-14a 14b
2P 1:1-2 1:3-15 1:16-2:22 3:1-18a 3:18b
2J 1-3 4 5-11 12 13
3J 1 2-4 5-10 11-12 13-14 15a 15b-c
Jd 1-2 3-16 17-23 24-25
Rv 1:4-5a 1:5b-8 1:9-22:7 22:8-11 22:12-19 22:20 22:21



3.  Using Rhetorical, Motific, and 
Analogical Analysis in Sermons

3.  Using Rhetorical, Motific, and 
Analogical Analysis in Sermons



Deriving a Sermon OutlineDeriving a Sermon Outline

Do rhetorical analysis.Do rhetorical analysis.

Convert to an outline.Convert to an outline.

Root represents your theme.Root represents your theme.

Branches represent subdivisions.Branches represent subdivisions.

A good
way to
start.



Deriving a Sermon OutlineDeriving a Sermon Outline

Do a rhetorical analysis of the passage.Do a rhetorical analysis of the passage.

Convert the resulting tree into an outline.Convert the resulting tree into an outline.

The root of the tree represents your sermon The root of the tree represents your sermon 
theme.theme.

The branches represent the subdivisions of The branches represent the subdivisions of 
your outline.your outline. A good

way to
start.



An Abbreviated Outline
Taken From Rhetorical Analysis of Ezra 1

The Lord stirred restoration
I. The Lord stirred Cyrus to issue a decree for restoration  1-4

A. The Lord stirred Cyrus  1a-c
B. Cyrus issued a decree for restoration  1d-4

1. Cyrus made proclamation  1d
2. Cyrus says God has charged him with restoration  2-4

a. Thus says Cyrus  2a
b. Content of the saying  2b-4

(1)   The Lord has charged me  2b-d
(2)   The exiles are to return with aid from others  3-4

(a) Exiles are to return  3
(b) Others are to aid  4

II. The people of God responded, being aided by others  5-11
A. The people of Judah, Benjamin, and Levi responded  5

1. The people rose up  5a-b
2. They intended to go to rebuild  5c-d

B. Others aided  6
C. Cyrus aided with vessels from the temple  7-11

1. Cyrus had the vessels brought out  7-11a
a. Cyrus had them brought out  7-8
b. Here are the numbers and types  9-11a

2. Sheshbazzar brought them to Jerusalem  11b

10.33b10.33b



I. The Lord raised Cyrus to decree restoration  1-4
A. The Lord stirred Cyrus  1a-c
B. Cyrus issued a decree for restoration  1d-4

1. Cyrus made proclamation  1d
2. Cyrus says God has charged him 2-4

II. The people responded, aided by others  5-11
A. Judah, Benjamin, and Levi responded  5
B. Others aided  6
C. Cyrus aided with vessels from the temple  7-11

Simplified Rhetorical Outline of Ezra 1Simplified Rhetorical Outline of Ezra 1



I. The Lord raised Cyrus to decree restoration  1-4
A. The Lord stirred Cyrus  1a-c
B. Cyrus issued a decree for restoration  1d-4

1. Cyrus made proclamation  1d
2. Cyrus says God has charged him 2-4

II. The people of God responded, being aided by 
others  5-11
A. Judah, Benjamin, and Levi responded  5
B. Others aided  6
C. Cyrus aided with vessels from the temple  7-11

Rhetorical Outline of Ezra 1Rhetorical Outline of Ezra 1



Ezra 1 Adapted for ApplicationEzra 1 Adapted for Application

I. The Lord raised Cyrus
A. He stirred Cyrus
B. Cyrus issued a 
decree

II. The people responded
A. Jews responded
B. Others aided
C. Cyrus aided with 
vessels

I. God raises I. God raises youryour head head

A.  God stirs headA.  God stirs head

B.  B.  YourYour anointed head anointed head
      issues a decree      issues a decree

II.  People respondII.  People respond

A.  A.  YouYou respond respond

B.  Others aid B.  Others aid youyou

C.  C.  YourYour head supplies head supplies
          youyou resources resources



Ezra 1 Restructured for EmphasisEzra 1 Restructured for Emphasis

I. God raises your headI. God raises your head

A.  God stirs headA.  God stirs head

B.  Your anointedB.  Your anointed
      issues a decree      issues a decree

II.  People respondII.  People respond

A.  You respondA.  You respond

B.  Others aid youB.  Others aid you

C.  Your head C.  Your head 
supplies resourcessupplies resources

I. God raises your headI. God raises your head

A.  God stirs headA.  God stirs head

B.  Your anointedB.  Your anointed
      issues a decree      issues a decree

II.  You respondII.  You respond

III.  God sends resourcesIII.  God sends resources

emphasizeemphasize

keykey



Expanding the Response SectionExpanding the Response Section

I. God raises your headI. God raises your head

A.  God stirs headA.  God stirs head

B.  Your anointedB.  Your anointed
      issues a decree      issues a decree

II.  You respondII.  You respond

III.  God sends resourcesIII.  God sends resources

I. God raises your headI. God raises your head

A.  God stirs headA.  God stirs head

B.  Your anointedB.  Your anointed
      issues a decree      issues a decree

II.  You respondII.  You respond

A.  God stirs youA.  God stirs you

B.  You respondB.  You respond

III.  God sends resourcesIII.  God sends resources

need detailneed detail



Theme of StirringTheme of Stirring

I. God raises your headI. God raises your head
A.  God stirs headA.  God stirs head
B.  Your anointedB.  Your anointed

      issues a decree      issues a decree
II.  You respondII.  You respond

A.  God stirs youA.  God stirs you
B.  You respondB.  You respond

III.  God sends resourcesIII.  God sends resources

I. God raises your headI. God raises your head
A.  God stirs headA.  God stirs head
B.  your annointedB.  your annointed

    issues a decree    issues a decree
II.  You respondII.  You respond

A.  God stirs youA.  God stirs you
B.  You respondB.  You respond

III.  God sends resourcesIII.  God sends resources
A.  God stirs othersA.  God stirs others
B.  Others giveB.  Others give

themetheme
Stir resources?Stir resources?



Rearranging by ThemeRearranging by Theme

I. God raises your headI. God raises your head
A.  God stirs headA.  God stirs head
B.  your annointedB.  your annointed

    issues a decree    issues a decree
II.  You respondII.  You respond

A.  God stirs youA.  God stirs you
B.  You respondB.  You respond

III.  God suppliesIII.  God supplies
A.  God stirs othersA.  God stirs others
B.  Others giveB.  Others give

A. God stirs you upA. God stirs you up

1.  God stirs head1.  God stirs head

2.  God stirs you2.  God stirs you

3.  God stirs others3.  God stirs others

B.  You respondB.  You respond

1.  Head responds1.  Head responds

2.  You respond2.  You respond

3.  Others respond with 3.  Others respond with 
suppliessupplies



Meaning of RearrangingMeaning of Rearranging

I. God raises your head I. God raises your head 
(1:1-4)(1:1-4)

II.  God stirs you (1:5)II.  God stirs you (1:5)
III.  God supplies (1:6-III.  God supplies (1:6-

11)11)

A. God stirs you upA. God stirs you up

1.  God stirs head1.  God stirs head

2.  God stirs you2.  God stirs you

3.  God stirs others3.  God stirs others

B.  You respondB.  You respond

1.  Head responds1.  Head responds

2.  You respond2.  You respond

3.  Others respond with 3.  Others respond with 
suppliessupplies

““analytical” outline,analytical” outline,
following orderfollowing order

of the textof the text

““synthetic” outline,synthetic” outline,
rearranging by themerearranging by theme



Theoretical Basis for OutlinesTheoretical Basis for Outlines

rhetoricalrhetorical
analysisanalysis

motificmotific
analysisanalysis

preserve orderpreserve order rearrange orderrearrange order

analyticalanalytical
outlineoutline

syntheticsynthetic
outlineoutline



Advantages of Sermon StructuresAdvantages of Sermon Structures

Obviously based on Obviously based on 
text.text.

Easy to follow.Easy to follow.

Tells a story.Tells a story.

Links with themes Links with themes 
elsewhere.elsewhere.

Easy to digest.Easy to digest.

Organizes one’s Organizes one’s 
thinking.thinking.

analyticalanalytical syntheticsynthetic

Maybe I
should try both.



Deliverance and House-BuildingDeliverance and House-Building

Deliverance in Ezra 1, then building in Ezra 3Deliverance in Ezra 1, then building in Ezra 3

Isa. 44:26-45:1 links the pattern with Messiah:Isa. 44:26-45:1 links the pattern with Messiah:
   “   “who says of Cyrus, ‘He is my shepherd and will who says of Cyrus, ‘He is my shepherd and will 

accomplish all that I please; he will say of accomplish all that I please; he will say of 
Jerusalem, “Let it be rebuilt,” and of the temple, Jerusalem, “Let it be rebuilt,” and of the temple, 
“Let its foundations be laid.” ’“Let its foundations be laid.” ’
“This is what the Lord says to his anointed, to “This is what the Lord says to his anointed, to 
Cyrus, …Cyrus, …

Look for general patternLook for general pattern

analogicalanalogical



Pattern of DeliverancePattern of Deliverance

delivererdeliverer opponentopponent resultresult buildingbuilding

MosesMoses  Egypt Egypt ExodusExodus      Tabernacle     Tabernacle
DavidDavid  Philistia Philistia KingdomKingdom      Temple     Temple
CyrusCyrus  Babylon Babylon Restoration   2d TempleRestoration   2d Temple
God to CtGod to Ct  death death resurrection  Christ’s bodyresurrection  Christ’s body
Ct to ch.Ct to ch. sin, Satansin, Satan Pentecost    living stones Pentecost    living stones
Ct to youCt to you  sin sin conversion    your bodyconversion    your body
Christ (2d) all evilChrist (2d) all evil new creation new citynew creation new city

GodGod waterswaters creationcreation   paradise  paradise

analogicalanalogical
Recurring.

God is 
the same.



A Topical Sermon from Ezra 1A Topical Sermon from Ezra 1

I.  God is your delivererI.  God is your deliverer

II.  You are oppressedII.  You are oppressed

III.  God acts to deliverIII.  God acts to deliver

IV.  A house is built for GodIV.  A house is built for God

V.  You worship in celebrationV.  You worship in celebration

Use columns as points of outlineUse columns as points of outline

delivererdeliverer

opponentopponent

resultresult

buildingbuilding

worshipworship

analogicalanalogical



Detailing the Topical SermonDetailing the Topical Sermon

I.  God is your delivererI.  God is your deliverer

II.  You are oppressedII.  You are oppressed

III.  God acts to deliverIII.  God acts to deliver

IV.  A house is built for GodIV.  A house is built for God

analogicalanalogical

I.  God is your deliverer
A.  God works in history
B.  God works in you

II.  You are oppressed
A.  Oppression took place in history
B.  You are oppressed

III.  God acts to deliver
God acted in history
God acts in and for you

IV.  A house is built for God
A.  Houses built historically
B.  You are a house



Chronological SermonChronological Sermon
analogicalanalogical

Use rows as points of outlineUse rows as points of outline
GodGod

MosesMoses

DavidDavid

CyrusCyrus

God to CtGod to Ct

Ct to ch.Ct to ch.

Ct to youCt to you

Christ (2d)Christ (2d)

I.  Deliverance in the ExodusI.  Deliverance in the Exodus

II.  Deliverance in DavidII.  Deliverance in David

III.  Restoration from exileIII.  Restoration from exile

IV.  CreationIV.  Creation

V.  ChristV.  Christ

VI.  YouVI.  You

VII.  The Second ComingVII.  The Second Coming



Before and AfterBefore and After

FreedomFreedom

Access to GodAccess to God

RichesRiches

Bondage (Ezra 2:1)Bondage (Ezra 2:1)

Alienation (from land Alienation (from land 
and temple)and temple)

Poverty (Ezra 1:4)Poverty (Ezra 1:4)

BeforeBefore AfterAfter

analogicalanalogical



Sermon Based on Before and AfterSermon Based on Before and After

I.  What you are like I.  What you are like beforebefore conversion conversion
A.  God’s plan (history)A.  God’s plan (history)
B.  Your situationB.  Your situation

II.  What you are like II.  What you are like afterafter conversion conversion
A.  God’s deliverances (history)A.  God’s deliverances (history)
B.  God’s act in youB.  God’s act in you

III.  The foundation for conversion in a III.  The foundation for conversion in a 
redeemer, the Lord’s anointedredeemer, the Lord’s anointed
A.  God’s redeemers in historyA.  God’s redeemers in history
B.  Christ in you as supreme redemptionB.  Christ in you as supreme redemption

analogicalanalogical



Analytical Outline for Isa. 52:11-12Analytical Outline for Isa. 52:11-12

I.  Separate from uncleanness.I.  Separate from uncleanness.
A.  Remove yourselves from contamination.A.  Remove yourselves from contamination.

B.  Recognize what is unclean.B.  Recognize what is unclean.

C.  Be holy to the Lord.C.  Be holy to the Lord.

II.II. God's promise of protection gives your God's promise of protection gives your 
basis.basis.
A.  Your response is not governed by the enemy.A.  Your response is not governed by the enemy.

B.  It is so because God is with you.B.  It is so because God is with you.

rhetoricalrhetorical



Analytical Outline for Isa. 52:11-12Analytical Outline for Isa. 52:11-12

I.  Separate from uncleanness
A.  Remove yourselves from contaminationA.  Remove yourselves from contamination

B.  Recognize what is uncleanB.  Recognize what is unclean

C.  Fulfill your responsibility for holiness to the LordC.  Fulfill your responsibility for holiness to the Lord

II. God's promise of protection is the basis for 
your responsibility
A.  Your response is not governed by the enemyA.  Your response is not governed by the enemy

B.  It is so because God is with youB.  It is so because God is with you

rhetoricalrhetorical



An Exodus Pattern in Isa. 52:11-12An Exodus Pattern in Isa. 52:11-12

I.  You departI.  You depart

II.  You are purified and separated from uncleanII.  You are purified and separated from unclean

III.  God provides military protectionIII.  God provides military protection

analogicalanalogical



Historical Instances of ExodusHistorical Instances of Exodus

I.  Exodus from EgyptI.  Exodus from Egypt

II.  Restoration from BabylonII.  Restoration from Babylon

III.  Salvation in ChristIII.  Salvation in Christ

IV.  The return of Christ (cf. Rev. 17-18)IV.  The return of Christ (cf. Rev. 17-18)

analogicalanalogical



4.  Hints for Motific Analysis4.  Hints for Motific Analysis

Watch for motifs prominent in the Bible Watch for motifs prominent in the Bible 
(seed, land, life, kingdom, covenant, temple, promise, (seed, land, life, kingdom, covenant, temple, promise, 

etc.).etc.).

Watch for motifs prominent in the book.Watch for motifs prominent in the book.
Introductory section of commentaries  Introductory section of commentaries  

contains suggestions.contains suggestions.
Link together motifs.Link together motifs.
See examples from Isaiah 51:17-20, 21-23.See examples from Isaiah 51:17-20, 21-23.
Note: I owe to Mark Strom the idea for the Note: I owe to Mark Strom the idea for the 

specific layout.specific layout.



4.  Hints for Motific Analysis4.  Hints for Motific Analysis

Watch for motifs that are prominent through the whole Watch for motifs that are prominent through the whole 
Bible (seed, land, life, kingdom, covenant, temple, Bible (seed, land, life, kingdom, covenant, temple, 
promise, etc.).promise, etc.).

Watch for motifs that are prominent in the book in which Watch for motifs that are prominent in the book in which 
your passage resides.your passage resides.
Introductory section of commentaries will contain good Introductory section of commentaries will contain good 

suggestions.suggestions.
Link together motifs occurring more than once in your Link together motifs occurring more than once in your 

passage.passage.
See my examples from Isaiah 51:17-20, 21-23.See my examples from Isaiah 51:17-20, 21-23.
Note: I owe to Mark Strom the idea for the specific layout.Note: I owe to Mark Strom the idea for the specific layout.



Let’s Do ItLet’s Do It



Rouse yourself,
rouse yourself.
Get up, Jerusalem.
You have drunk the
cup of God’s fury
which you got
from the Lord.
You have drunk
to the bottom
the goblet-cup
causing reeling
drunkenness.
There is no one
to guide her
among the sons
she has borne.
There is no one
to take her by the hand
among the sons
she has brought up.
Two things have
happened to you.
Who will console you?
 Devastation and
destruction,
famine and war.
How may I comfort you?
Your sons have fainted.
 They have lain down in
all the street intersections,
like an antelope
caught in a net,
filled with
the fury of the Lord,
the rebuke of your God.

Isaiah 51:17-20Isaiah 51:17-20
1717

1818

1919

2020

10c.1210c.12

H.13



get upget up
(to hear restoration)(to hear restoration)

you have drunkyou have drunk
God’s wrathGod’s wrath

you areyou are
drunkdrunk

no sonsno sons
to help youto help you

you areyou are
devastateddevastated

no comfortno comfort
your sonsyour sons

have lain downhave lain down

yours sonsyours sons
have drunk wrathhave drunk wrath

causecause

added
added

added
added

specificspecific

reasonreason

ad
de

d

ad
de

d

causecause

ca
us

e
ca

us
ecause

cause

answeranswer

10c.12a10c.12a
Rouse yourself,
rouse yourself.
Get up, Jerusalem.
You have drunk the
cup of God’s fury
which you got
from the Lord.
You have drunk
to the bottom
the goblet-cup
causing reeling
drunkenness.
There is no one
to guide her
among the sons
she has borne.
There is no one
to take her by the hand
among the sons
she has brought up.
Two things have
happened to you.
Who will console you?
 Devastation and
destruction,
famine and war.
How may I comfort you?
Your sons have fainted.
 They have lain down in
all the street intersections,
like an antelope
caught in a net,
filled with
the fury of the Lord,
the rebuke of your God.

Isaiah 51:17-20Isaiah 51:17-20
1717

1818

1919

2020



Therefore please
listen to this,
you afflicted
city, drunk but
not from wine.
Thus says your
Lord Jehovah
and your God who
pleads the cause
for his people:
See, I have taken
out of your hand
the cup causing
reeling
drunkenness.
The goblet-cup
of my fury you
will never
drink again.
Instead, I will
put it in the
hand of your
tormenters,
who said to you,
“Fall prostrate,
so that we may
walk over you.”
And you made your
back like the
ground and like
a street to be
walked over.

Isaiah 51:21-23Isaiah 51:21-23

2121

2222

2323

10c.1310c.13

H.14



Therefore please
listen to this,
you afflicted
city, drunk but
not from wine.
Thus says your
Lord Jehovah
and your God who
pleads the cause
for his people:
See, I have taken
out of your hand
the cup causing
reeling
drunkenness.
The goblet-cup
of my fury you
will never
drink again.
Instead, I will
put it in the
hand of your
tormenters,
who said to you,
“Fall prostrate,
so that we may
walk over you.”
And you made your
back like the
ground and like
a street to be
walked over.

God says itGod says it

God contendsGod contends
legallylegally

you are drunk,you are drunk,
afflictedafflicted

never againnever again

God takes awayGod takes away
your punishmentyour punishment

God will punishGod will punish
your tormentersyour tormenters

they commandedthey commanded
your humiliationyour humiliation

you submittedyou submitted

being drunk asbeing drunk as
a comparison to thea comparison to the

Lord’s wrathLord’s wrath

so
lu

tio
n

so
lu

tio
n

specific

specificauthority

authority

sp
ecif

ic

sp
ecif

ic

sp
ec

ific

sp
ec

ific

reversalreversal

indictm
ent

indictm
ent

type of 

type of 

punishm
ent

punishm
ent

how long?how long?

    way of 

way of 

decision

decision

10c.13a10c.13aIIsaiah 51:21-23saiah 51:21-23

2121

2222

2323



5.  Hints for Analogical Analysis5.  Hints for Analogical Analysis

Watch for analogies with nature or Watch for analogies with nature or 
redemption.redemption.

Make a column for each level of allusion.Make a column for each level of allusion.



5.  Hints for Analogical Analysis5.  Hints for Analogical Analysis

Watch for small-scale and large-scale Watch for small-scale and large-scale 
analogies with nature or redemptive events analogies with nature or redemptive events 
or institutions.or institutions.

If there are allusions or connections to more If there are allusions or connections to more 
than one level, put the elements of the text than one level, put the elements of the text 
in one column and make a separate column in one column and make a separate column 
for each extra level of allusion.for each extra level of allusion.



Analyzing Luke 15:3-7Analyzing Luke 15:3-7

first first 
levellevel

Jesus’ Jesus’ 
ministryministry

shepherdshepherd

1 sheep1 sheep

lostlost

searchsearch

find        find        
… … 

JesusJesus

sinnerssinners

alienatedalienated

searchsearch

repentancerepentance

God God 
in OTin OT

Ezek. 34Ezek. 34

34:434:4

34:434:4

34:1134:11

34:1234:12

churchchurch

1 Pet. 5:21 Pet. 5:2

Matt. 18:15Matt. 18:15

Fill in.



H.  Plot Moves and Roles



Background: “Narrative Theology”

constancyconstancy
of Godof God

Stability (static) Change (dynamic)

historical movement:historical movement:
redemptive historyredemptive history

““narrative theology”:narrative theology”:
priority of “story”priority of “story”

theologytheology
of historyof history

stability ofstability of
God, languageGod, language
human naturehuman nature



Suggested Roles (from Greimas)

➤ Axis of Axis of DesireDesire
➤ Axis of Axis of PowerPower
➤ Axis of Axis of TransmissionTransmission

HelperHelper OpponentOpponent
power

SenderSender ReceiverReceiver
transmission

ObjectObject

SubjectSubject

desire



Suggested Intentionality

ObjectObject

SubjectSubject
Man's goalMan's goalMan's planMan's plan

God's goalGod's goalGod's planGod's plan

RewardRewardProtagonistProtagonist

Biblically Based View



Stages in Plot

prophetic

PlanPlan
for historyfor history

AccomplishmentAccomplishment
in historyin history

RewardReward
in historyin history

kingly
priestly

(communion)

thought,
plan,

communication

power,
struggle

communion,
reward

(or curse)

challenge test recompense



Roles in Action: Challenge

challenge test recompense

Goliath David←insight←

→proposal→

←acceptance←
or ←refusal←

challenger challengee

challenger:
+ dispatcher

- tempter



Roles in Action: Test 

challenge test recompense

Goliath David←confrontation←

→struggle→

←victory←
or ←defeat←

tester testee

tester:
+ helper
- villain



Roles in Action: Recompense 

challenge test recompense

God David←evaluation←

→reward→

←acceptance←
or ←rejection←

recompenser recompensee

recompenser:
+ blesser
- curser



Summary of Moves and  Roles

PlanPlan
(prophetic)(prophetic)

AccomplishmentAccomplishment
(kingly)(kingly)

RewardReward
(priestly)(priestly)

challenger to
challengee

tester to
testee

recompenser to 
recompensee

←insight←
→proposal→

←acceptance←
or ←refusal←

←confrontation←
→struggle→

←victory←
or ←defeat←

←evaluation←
→reward→

←acceptance←
or ←rejection←



Let's Do It! 



 12 While he was in one of 
the cities, 
there came a man full of 
leprosy. 
And when he saw Jesus, 
he fell on his face and 
begged him, 
"Lord, if you will, you can 
make me clean."
 13 And Jesus stretched out 
his hand 
and touched him, 
saying, "I will; 
be clean."
 And immediately the 
leprosy left him.
 14 And he charged him to 
tell no one, 
but "go and show yourself 
to the priest, 
and make an offering for 
your cleansing, 
as Moses commanded, 
for a proof to them."
 15 But now even more the 
report about him went 
abroad, 
and great crowds gathered 
to hear him 
and to be healed of their 
infirmities.
 16 But he would withdraw 
to desolate places and pray.

Luke 5:12-16 10c.16



 12 While he was in one of 
the cities, 
there came a man full of 
leprosy. 
And when he saw Jesus, 
he fell on his face and 
begged him, 
"Lord, if you will, you can 
make me clean."
 13 And Jesus stretched out 
his hand 
and touched him, 
saying, "I will; 
be clean."
 And immediately the 
leprosy left him.
 14 And he charged him to 
tell no one, 
but "go and show yourself 
to the priest, 
and make an offering for 
your cleansing, 
as Moses commanded, 
for a proof to them."
 15 But now even more the 
report about him went 
abroad, 
and great crowds gathered 
to hear him 
and to be healed of their 
infirmities.
 16 But he would withdraw 
to desolate places and pray.

Luke 5:12-16

God's plan

God's accom-
plishment

fruit

insight

proposal

acceptance

challenge

test
struggle

victory

proposal

challenge

insight

proposal
challenge

recompense

RedemptiveRedemptive
PlotPlot

healing
miracle

10c.16a



Matthew 14:15-21 10c.17
 15 Now when it was evening, 
the disciples came to him 
and said, 
"This is a desolate place, 
and the day is now over; 
send the crowds away 
to go into the villages 
and buy food for themselves."
 16 But Jesus said, 
"They need not go away; 
you give them something to eat."
 17 They said to him, 
"We have only five loaves here 
and two fish."
 18 And he said, 
"Bring them here to me."
 19 Then he ordered the crowds
 to sit down on the grass, 
and taking the five loaves 
and the two fish, 
he looked up to heaven 
and said a blessing. 
Then he broke the loaves 
and gave them to the disciples, 
and the disciples gave them 
to the crowds.
 20 And they all ate 
and were satisfied.
And they took up twelve baskets
full of the broken pieces left over.
 21 And those who ate were 
about five thousand men, 
besides women and children.



Redemptive History: Challenge

challenger to
challengee

tester to
testee

recompenser to 
recompensee

←insight←

→proposal→

←acceptance←
or ←refusal←

God sees human need

The Father commissions the Son 

The Son accepts



Redemptive History: Test

challenger to
challengee

tester to
testee

recompenser to 
recompensee

Jesus faces the cross

Jesus goes through his suffering

Jesus is victorious in obedience

←confrontation←

→struggle→

←victory←
or ←defeat←



Redemptive History: Recompense

challenger to
challengee

tester to
testee

recompenser to 
recompensee

God approves Jesus' obedience

God rewards with resurrection
and enthronement

Jesus accepts the Father's reward

←evaluation←

→reward→

←acceptance←
or ←rejection←



Foundation

➤ Is story human invention?Is story human invention?
➤ Divine action as foundationDivine action as foundation
➤ Intrinsic meaning to eventsIntrinsic meaning to events
➤ Human action reflects divine actionHuman action reflects divine action
➤ Human action reflects Christ as last AdamHuman action reflects Christ as last Adam
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